
Executive Meeting Minutes 
SEMESTER 1, WEEK 6 - Monday 1 April 2019 
 
Meeting Open: 7:50 AM 
 
Present: Allana Collone, Miriam Shendroff, Justin Handisurya, Kaity Crowe, Maddy de Dassel, 
Jeremy Chan, Christina Zhang, Maddy Antrum, Luckme Vimilarjah, Shanshan Guo, Tanvi Patel, 
Tom Maousaridis, Adam Herman, Isabella Barret, Sam Goldberg 
 
Late: None 
 
Absent: Hannah Stilin, Marlikka Perdrisat 
 
Apologies: Calida Tang, Jeffrey Khoo, Deaundre Espejo, Charlie Ward, Wendy Hu 
 
Items: 

1. Welcome, Apologies, and shoutouts (AH) 
a. Shoutouts 

i. Allana 
1. Ran the first week of Practice Group Presentations last week, and 

most days had to run from work in her lunchbreak to do so 
ii. Kaity and Wendy 

1. Ran the first week of internal competitions, dealing with huge 
uptick in enrolments very well 

2. Capacity check-in (AH) 
3. Rolling Reports (JC) 

a. First week in which Rolling Reports have been completed. Reminder to those 
that hadn’t yet completed it to do so now 

4. Calendar update (CW) 
a. Charlie is to run a session on how to use the Google Calendar so that we can 

start using it properly 
5. What’s on this week 

a. Mon:  
b. Tues: PGP - KWM (energy resources and projects) 
c. Wed: PGP - Clayton Utz (pro bono) 
d. Thurs: PGP - HSF (banking royal commission panel) 
e. Fri:  
f. Mon:  

6. Attendance at PGPs - exec support (AC) 
a. Attendance is low on Tuesdays and Thursday, and the sponsors are not 

impressed with the turnouts 
b. Everyone needs to do their best to both attend themselves on those days, and 

encourage others to come 



c. Tanvi will reach out to her own cohort and JDIIs to see if there is any feedback, 
or anything we can do to improve it 

d. Suggestion from JC: Lecture bash some lectures - especially on Tuesday - to 
encourage attendance 

7. Campus Reps - LLB V and JD III applicants (TP and JC(?)) 
a. These positions are vacant - however two, very late, applications have come in 
b. Under Constitution, have to be open for a week, and then extended for a further 

two week, and then “will close”. However, other provision allows Executive to 
deal with elections after that process ends. Means we can accept these late 
applications if we want. 

c. Issue: precedent where in further years people will do it just because no one else 
wants to - insignificant, for years are separate and unlikely that this would 
become a loophole likely to be exploited 

d. Motion to accept the applications of Isobel McDonald and Alex Jeffares 
i. Mover: Adam 
ii. Seconder: Maddy de Dassel 
iii. Vote: unanimous in favour, no abstentions 

8. Cash box procedure (AH) 
a. Everyone has to count the cashbox each day 

9. Square One Presentation (JC) 
a. Conflict of Interest: Jeremy is the president of Square One, Sam is the secretary, 

Christina is Marketing Officer - left the room for the vote 
b. Square One is hosting an event where a person from Centrelink comes in to talk 

about the process 
c. Important presentation, good information for students 
d. Agree, concerned with perception, haven’t done it with other societies, are other 

societies on board with it 
e. Beneficial initiative, outweighs the bad 
f. For- 10 
g. Against - 1 
h. Abstain - 0 
i. Proviso - push for other society events  

10. Update on Liquor Act Complaint (JC) 
a. Complaint to Liquor NSW that we breached s 117 of the Liquor Act, by using the 

consent form to circumvent our obligations to not serve alcohol to minors on Law 
Camp 

b. Jeremy, with Miriam and Maddy, dealt with the Complaints Officer from Liquor 
NSW. Explained our procedure - RSAs, Minor Monitors, only supplied after 
dinner, food supplied alongside it - and this was accepted 

c. Suggestion: Include these methods in the form we send to parents, to avoid 
future complaints, or at least to make sure parents are completely aware of what 
the situation will be 

11. Comps Judging (KC) 



a. If around uni at the end of a day, keep an eye on slack in case we need someone 
to judge. Will be very desperate if asking over Slack, so please respond to the 
call. 

12. Faculty President’s Meeting (JC) 
a. No one in the Exec has anything for Jeremy to discuss at a meeting with the 

Presidents of other Faculty societies 
 
Meeting Close: 8:20 AM 
 
 
 
 
 
 


